Increase Comfort - Save Money - Live Healthier
Your Ducts shouldn’t cost you Money, but they do!
In houses with forced air heating and cooling systems, ducts are used to distribute conditioned air
throughout the home. In a typical house however, about 20-30% of the air that moves through the duct
system is lost due to leaks, holes and poorly connected ducts. The result is higher utility bills and difficulty
keeping the house comfortable, no matter how the thermostat is set.
Aeroseal is a Multi-award winning, Patented, computer controlled process that seals ducting from the
inside out. Aeroseal is more effective than any other method of duct sealing – it can reach all leaks – even
those hidden behind walls and under insulation (90% of ductwork).

Leaky Ducts are usually the root cause of three problems:
1. Uneven heating (room to room)
2. High energy bills
3. Poor indoor air quality (dust/allergies)
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Comfort is more than a number on the
thermostat.
The fact is, something that most of us never even
think about could be costing us a lot more money
than we realize. Whether a home is old or new,
leaking ducts cost homeowners money, not to
mention the stress it causes an HVAC system.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: I have a high efficiency furnace. Why would I
need duct sealing.
A: The efficiency of the furnace is minimized if it
has to work longer/harder to get the conditioned
air to the desired location due to duct leaks.

Consider this:

Q: Is there an odor?

• About 50% of the average home's utility bill
is spent on heating and air conditioning.

A: At the time of application there is a very mild
odor, similar to that of craft glue. However, that
dissipates within a few hours.

• On average, 30 cents of every $1 spent on
heating and cooling a home disappears into thin
air due to leaky ducts.

Create a Safer, Healthier Home
• Leaks pull mold, dust and other pollutants into
your home causing indoor air quality issues and
have the potential to create harmful allergy
problems.
• Leaks contribute to safety issues related to
backdraft of appliance fumes, auto exhaust and
radon gases being released into your home.

Q: Are VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds)
emitted?
A: The sealant has been tested by an independent
lab and has been found to have very low VOCs.
Q: Do ducts need to be cleaned before
Aerosealing?
A: Most ducts do not need to be cleaned before
sealing. The Technician will assess the condition
of the ducts first and make a recommendation.
Q: Can ducts be cleaned after Aerosealing?
A: Ducts of all types can be cleaned after
Aerosealing.
Q: Will the ductwork be coated with sealant after
Aerosealing?
A: No. The Aeroseal process does not coat the
ducts.
Q: How long will it last?
A: Our Certificate of Completion is your
guarantee the job was done right and the
measurable results allow us to provide a 10 year
Guarantee!
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